Sewell-Anderson School Improvement Council Meeting Minutes

Tuesday, December 14, 2021
4:00PM
Virtual Meeting

In attendance: Susanne Garrity, Principal, Heather Trainor, Kindergarten Teacher, Jennifer Riley, Parent, and Candace Maes, parent

Observer: Nicole O’Leary, principal apprentice

Introductions and Attendance

Presentation: Principal Garrity presented a PowerPoint presentation on the following topics:

- COVID 19 Updates and Precautions
- Safety Protocols for Schools
- School Safety Procedures
- Ongoing and New Assessments- IReady, Renaissance Early Literacy/Renaissance Star
- Indicators of Each Assessment
- State Assessments
- Parent Communication
- School Messenger-text, phone, email
- Schoology Updates and Calendar
- Paper Notices

Questions and Discussions

- Discussion of stem materials